
Architectural Glass



Skyline Design is an award-winning manufacturer of 
decorative glass for interior and exterior applications. 
We are distinguished among glass fabricators by 
our creative collaborations with notable designers, 
photographers, and artists, and by our commitment 
to sustainable and state-of-the-art processes, such 
as environmentally-friendly etching and texturing, 
ceramic frit and UV digital printing, back-painting, 
and lamination. 

At Skyline Design we ensure the highest quality 
product by overseeing every step of the production 
process, from file preparation and color matching to 
laminating and tempering.

Since 1983

Made in Chicago



AST™ & Ceramic Frit™ Digital Printing

Skyline Design’s proprietary digital technology prints colorful imagery 
and patterning on glass.

Vitracolor® Wall-Cladding

Low-VOC, water-based paint in an unlimited color palette is applied 
uniformly to glass. Compatible with any wall system. Use with Skyline 
Design’s Geo-Lite Honeycomb Backer for a lightweight solution.

Capabilities

Eco-Etch® Glass Etching
Skyline Design’s environmental etching process engraves artwork or 
logos into the glass surface using sustainable materials. 

Film Studio™ PVC-Free Film

Designer patterns on a PVC-free film for architectural glass, plexiglass 
and steel surfaces.

Glassette™ Wall Art

Frameless glass panels featuring Skyline Design’s designer collections
in five standard sizes, which can be installed singly or in multiples.

LCG® Smart Glass 

Switch on, Switch off! Instantly switch the glass between transparent 
and opaque for on demand privacy when you need it.

Specifications

Glass & Mirror Types

Monolithic, Laminated Safety
Glass, Insulated Glass Units, 
Mirror, Satin & Velour Finishes

Vitro STARPHIRE® Low-iron Glass
Vitro Clear Glass
Vitro Gray & Bronze Tinted Glass
Walker Satinlite, Velour Glass Finishes
Walker Low-iron Mirror
Walker Gray & Bronze Mirror
Vitro Clear Mirror 

Glass & Mirror Sizes

Up to 72” x 144”
in standard glass thicknesses
*Maximum size is dependent on fabrication 
technique, glass type, thickness, and weight

Techniques

Etching, Texture, Digital UV Printing, 
Digital Ceramic Frit Printing, 
Back-Painting, Film 

Interior & Exterior Applications

Healthcare, Office, Higher Education, 
Government, Retail, Hospitality

Fabrication

Cutting, Tempering, CNC, Polishing, 
Laminating, Roll-coating

Contact us for more information!   1-888-278-4660  /  sales@skydesign.com
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Laminated Safety Glass

Impact-resistant acoustic glass made with EVA interlayers across 
a full spectrum of vibrant colors, muted whites, and printed graphics.

Define™ Glassboards

Define Glassboards facilitate creativity, enhance organization, and 
improve communication in a sleek and sustainable package. 

Mossa™ Mobile Boards

Magnetic glassboard on wheels. Use it as a room divider, inspiration 
board, or a surface to jot down your next big idea on the go.

SkySafe® Bird-Friendly Glass
SkySafe produces exterior-grade glass with Surface One Eco-etch® or 
Ceramic Frit Digital Printing to make glass visible to migrating birds.
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